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PRESS RELEASE

Appointment of Carolle Foissaud as Deputy CEO in
charge of the executive coordination of the Group

Teréga

Teréga, the historical gas infrastructure operator in the South-West of France,
appoints today Carolle Foissaud as Deputy CEO in charge of the executive
coordination of the group. Working alongside Dominique Mockly, who steers the
Group along the path of responsible infrastructure needed to accelerate and support
the Energy Transition, she will be responsible for the day-to-day management and
operation of Teréga Group companies, aiming at making further progress in agility,
performance, innovation and responsibility. She will also manage the activities of
the company's Directors to achieve the Group's objectives.

Carolle Foissaud, 57, also joins the Executive Committee of
the group.

Carolle Foissaud has spent most of her career within the Areva
Group, mainly in operational positions in the Fuels and
Reactors divisions, and in management positions as Chairman
and CEO of STMI and its subsidiaries in cleanup and
dismantling division. She was then CEO of TechnicAtome,
specialized in naval propulsion and research reactors. She was
also a member of Areva's Executive Management Board
(EMB). Managing Director of the Energy & Industry Division of
Bouygues Energies et Services (2,500 employees) from
September 2017 to June 2021, Carolle Foissaud then held the
position of General Manager of Specialties at EQUANS, a €2
billion division with 8,600 employees in France and abroad,
until April 2023.

Carolle Foissaud is a graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique and Télécom Paris. She also holds a
post-graduate diploma (DESS) in Sports Organization Management. In addition to her new
duties, she holds a number of mandates. She is Chairwoman of the ENSTA Advisory Board,
an independent Board member of GTT and KEOLIS, and a Board member of MERSEN,
permanent representative of Bpifrance Investissement.

In a personal capacity, she is a Chevalier de l'Ordre du Mérite and a reserve
Lieutenant-Colonel for the Gendarmerie Nationale.

She joins the Group today.
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“Teréga has some exciting challenges ahead in the coming six months. In this context, where
we need to be more involved than ever in the transitions that the gas world is already
undergoing, and where decarbonization will play a central role, Carolle's support in steering the
Group will be an asset in enabling our company to pursue its initiatives and contribute to
achieving the environmental objectives set by Europe for 2050. I'm delighted that she's joining
me at the head of Teréga!”

Dominique Mockly, Chairman and CEO of Teréga.

About Teréga

Established in South-West France, at the crossroads
between major European gas flows, Teréga has
exercised exceptional expertise for over 75 years in the
development of gas transport and storage
infrastructures. Today, it continues to develop
innovative solutions to take on the major energy
challenges facing France and Europe. Teréga operates
over 5,000 km of pipelines and 2 underground storage
reservoirs representing 16% of the French gas transport
grid and 26% of national storage capacity. The company
achieved turnover of 799 million euros in 2022 and
employs about 650 people. Corporate social
responsibility is at the heart of Teréga’s strategy, as it
embarks on the energy transition to carbon neutrality.
Teréga has rolled out programmes in all areas of ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance): its employee
safety and its infrastructure security via the PARI 2025
programme, sustainable development of territories and
social responsibility via the ENERGIZ MOUV programme,
support of philanthropic projects via the Teréga
Accélérateur d’Énergies endowment fund, and
reduction of environmental impacts via the BE POSITIF
programme with a commitment to a 30% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 compared to 2021
on all scopes 1, 2 and 3.
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